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1. Introduction

Muscular tissue has a good ability to regenerate that promotes the healing of lesions also extended, caused by strains, contusions and muscle lacerations. This characteristic is guaranteed by myogenic precursor cells (satellite cells) that proliferate and fill the structure of the extracellular matrix produced by fibroblasts becoming myoblasts.

Several factors make difficult the healing of the lesion: hematoma, granulation tissue, scar tissue and lesions of nerve bundles. In 1984 Garret et al. [1] have shown that the tissue recovery was obstructed by a large percentage of denervated myocytes distal to the lesion.

A well-executed suture could allow early rehabilitation with a lower risk of re-rupture and stitch pullout. The main problem is figuring out which is the best surgical technique, but especially when a surgical repair is necessary and if the benefits outweigh the disadvantages.

In the choice of surgical technique are many points still debated. The surgical indication is very limited and, in most of the muscle injury, conservative treatment is certainly indicated. Location and extent of the lesion are the criteria most examined in the literature.

Some of the few in vivo studies on animals have shown that a surgical suture of the wound can accelerate healing. The myorrhaphy prevents the formation of excess scar tissue, limits the hematoma formation, decreases the infiltration of mononuclear cells, increases the number of regenerating myofibers, decreases the inflammatory response favoring the healing.

For example, lesions of the pectoralis major muscle have wider surgical indication and conservative treatment is recommended only in cases of injury at the sternoclavicular origin, in some partial tears, in older or sedentary individuals.
Some authors tend to widen the indication for surgical treatment to lesions greater than 50% of the thickness of the muscle belly and the debate is still open because of the few tests to date available, but certainly the indication is strengthened by the absence of synergistic muscles that can decrease the workload to the muscle and therefore aid healing.

The aim of this chapter is to perform a review of the literature in order to identify the muscle injury which indicate surgical treatment and its results.

2. Muscle healing

Muscle injuries are debilitating injuries, especially for athletes who risk setbacks in their career. A subcutaneous muscle tear can be caused by direct trauma, such as a contusion from a blunt object or strains, or by indirect trauma such as ischemia or a neurological dysfunction [1]. In any case these injuries are difficult to treat and unfortunately there are no clear and defined guidelines to help the physician [3].

From a biological point of view muscles have been shown to be particularly active and capable of excellent tissue regeneration. The gap between the muscle fibers is filled thanks to the myocyte cell reactivity, the presence of replicative phase cells and the production of connective tissue scar.

The healing process of muscle injury consists of three phases: the degeneration-inflammation phase, the reparative phase and the remodeling-fibrosis phase (Figure 1).

The first phase (first few days post-injury) is characterized by inflammatory stimulation caused by the cellular debris and the pro-inflammatory molecules that are released as a result of necrosis of the injured tissue; also the severed blood vessels release blood within the tissue forming hematoma, which in turn stimulates the inflammatory response. This cascade of events results in the release of cytokines, interleukins, adhesion molecules (e.g., P-selectin, L-selectin, E-selectin), Tumor Necrosis Factor alpha and growth factors (e.g. insulin-like growth factor 1 IGF-1, hepatocyte growth factor HGF, EGF, epidermal growth factor, transforming growth factor alpha and TGF beta, platelet-derived growth factor PDGF) that promote inflammation, cell migration and stimulate progress to the next stage [1 - 3].

The reparation phase (from day 7-10 to week three-four post-injury) begins with the cleaning of the tissue formed in the acute phase by macrophages that engulf the injured tissue and allow the regeneration of tissue within the lesion: it stimulates the proliferation of striated muscle tissue, the neo-angiogenesis within the neo-tissue and stimulates the production of connective scar tissue. The cells that are more active from the point of view of replication (myogenic precursor cells, or satellite cells) are located between the basal lamina and the plasma membranes of each individual myofiber; once they are released by the lesion of the basal lamina and activated by growth factors, they differentiate into myoblast and replicate forming multinucleated myotubes and possibly myofibers.

The final phase, the remodeling-fibrosis, involves the maturation of the neo-muscle tissue and the reorganization of the scar tissue, and is strongly driven by mechanical stress and the stress...
of the surrounding tissue that drive the neo-tissue to organize in the most functional way possible for contraction. The connective tissue produced is partly demolished, gradually leaving more space for the connections between the myofibers [4].

**Figure 1.** The diagram summarizes the three phases of muscle laceration healing. Note that reparation has a peak around the second week and concludes by the third-fourth week [2].

Fibroblasts that colonize the lesion and produce extracellular matrix play a key role in lesion healing. The connective tissue that is formed fills the gap created by the lesion with a three-dimensional plot that not only guides the proliferation of muscle cells and blood, but allows the transmission and the distribution of mechanical stresses thus acting as a sort of brace and allowing the functional use of the muscle before the lesion is completely healed. It was observed that animal muscles, thanks to this connective tissue, already after 14 days the scar that had formed in complete tears was mechanically more resistant than the surrounding muscle [4]. It should be kept in mind that in human tissue healing times are longer and recovery is less complete but the sequence and function of the repair steps are the same [5].

This scar tissue is extremely important but it can also be an obstacle to proper healing: in fact, if there is too much of it, instead of promoting, it may prevent tissue proliferation leading to incomplete recovery [3]. A proper healing of muscle tissue is centered on the correct balance between fibroblastic proliferation and myoblast proliferation: the first promote the connective
tissue that must act as a scaffold for the repopulation of the lesion by the myoblasts. When the lesion is too large, however, the gap between the proximal and the distal stump is filled with granulation tissue which results in connective tissue scar [6, 7] leaving little room for myoblast proliferation. It is possible that in the final phase (remodeling) structural improvements of the scar may occur but they are only minor [5].

The healing of the lesion depends not only on cell reactivity and the amount of scar tissue, but is closely linked to many other factors. The innervation of the tissue remaining promotes tissue viability: an excessive presence of denervated myocytes downstream of the lesion impairs proper healing [1]. Other aspects to be considered are the supply of oxygen from the surrounding tissue, the vascular proliferation and neo-angiogenesis within the lesion in the post-trauma stage, the percentage and the pattern with which the myoblasts go to form the myotubes and the collagen crosslinking [8].

3. Indication for surgery

Unfortunately very few studies are available in literature that scientifically demonstrate the benefits of one treatment rather than another.

Traditionally muscle injuries are treated conservatively and surgery is frowned upon by many surgeons for this type of lesions of the musculoskeletal system. It is common belief that surgical treatment gives results similar to, or even worse than conservative treatment [9]. Therefore it is not recommended for the fear of causing damage which would lead to further complications. The presence of hematoma and a palpable gap in the muscle belly make surgical suture difficult to perform because it is often impossible to get the fascial ends to close and the muscle fibers are hard to draw back together [5].

However, animal studies have shown that surgically sutured muscle heals more quickly and more functionally. The suture in fact decreases the distance between the muscle stumps allowing a more rapid recovery [10], decreasing major defects in scarring [11], improved healing and a decrease in deep superabundant scar tissue [3].

Obviously, surgery can lead to numerous, although fortunately infrequent, complications; therefore it is a viable option only when it guarantees clear and obvious improvements for the patient or when the lesion cannot heal if treated with the conservative approach.

Generally, surgical treatment is indicated for severe muscle tears [1, 12], in grade 4 lesions on the Ryan classification [13, 14] or when over 50% of the muscle fibers are involved. Grade 1 refers to injuries of a few muscle fibers; grade 2 - injury of a moderate number of muscle fibers; grade 3 - rupture of a moderate number of fibers associated with partial lesion of the fascia; grade 4 - those that involve injury through the full thickness muscle and the fascia (Figure 2).

From the clinical point of view, a massive rupture of the muscle leads to a loss of its strength which may be acceptable in patients with a low functional demand. However, athletes or people with high functional demands need the full recovery of muscle strength which
conservative treatment in some areas and in some types of injury cannot guarantee. In literature, little has been written on myorrhaphy of the skeletal muscle and almost all of the reports focus on injuries of the biceps brachii and pectoralis majors. If these two muscles are severely damaged, a major deficit in strength and the cosmetic damage is not to be underestimated in the case of professional body-builders. The suture of muscle damage is in fact taken into consideration if the action of the muscle is not compensated for by other synergistic muscles or if the hematoma is so large that it compresses the main vessels and determines ischemia of the tissue or overlying skin [15].

The timing of the intervention is not clearly defined in the literature, Kragh et al. [16] recommend to do it the day after the traumatic event because delay it causes the suffering of muscle tissue and of the epimysium.

4. Pectoralis major

A complete lesion of the pectoralis major still allows a normal active mobilization of the shoulder, but will cause an important decrease in strength in adduction and internal rotation of the arm [17] so an early surgical reconstruction is indicated in athletes. In fact, with conservative treatment a significant loss of torque, measured using the isokinetic strength test, has been observed [18, 19] while following surgical treatment a significant increase in isokinetic torque of the muscle has been reported [20, 21]. In addition, the aesthetic damage caused by the gap following injury can cause the end of the career for body-builders and similar professionals for whom the aesthetics of the muscle is essential. Conservative treatment is recom-

Figure 2. Ryan’s Classification for muscle damage. The thin lines represent the muscle fibers, the thick lines represent the fascia.
mended only in cases of injury at the sternoclavicular origin, in some partial tears, in older or sedentary individuals.

This lesion was classified and reported in literature for the first time by Patissier in 1822 and since then over 200 cases have been reported [22]. The number of these lesions has increased and the increase in the last 30 years is due to the increased participation in heavy physical activity such as weight lifting, weight training, wrestling, rugby and waterskiing. Attributable almost solely to males, these lesions occur in an age range from 16 to 91 years with a peak in athletes aged between 20 and 40 years [22]. The most common mechanism is indirect trauma during bench pressing or other weight lifting movements; less frequent injuries are those following abduction-external rotation, extension-adduction and direct trauma [23].

The lesion of this muscle may occur in different zones. Tietjen [24] used a classification divided into 3 groups: type I consists of muscle contusions and sprains; type II partial tears and type III complete lesions. Each of these groups has a subclassification based on the location of the lesion: A - muscle origin; B - belly muscle; C - myotendinous junction; D - tendon. Statistically, insertion tendon injuries are the most frequent (55%), lesions to the belly or muscular-tendon insertion cover about 35% of these injuries [23].

According to the most recent meta-analysis [23] early surgical treatment achieves significantly better results than conservative treatment with an excellent-good result in 90% of cases, compared with 17% of conservative treatment ($P = 0.0000001$). When surgery is delayed slightly worse results are obtained, especially after 13 weeks from injury.

While for partial lesions treatment with conservative immobilization for 2-3 weeks is indicated, where surgery is required immobilization should be 4-6 weeks and subsequently a gradual lengthening of the muscle must be performed and only after 6-12 weeks strength training can begin.

5. Biceps brachii

The lesion of the biceps usually involves the tendon portion, more often the long proximal head and to a lesser extent the distal end that inserts into the radial tuberosity. Sometimes biceps muscle tears occur in the belly, especially when the arm remains entangled in ropes during some sports such as skydiving and wakeboarding [25, 26]. Less frequently, the muscle belly can break following direct trauma in a car accident [27].

Complete laceration of the muscle belly of the biceps brachii leads to a loss of muscle strength and unfortunately, few data are available in literature regarding the right choice of treatment. One of the few studies to have compared the effects of a surgical muscle suture with conservative treatment is the one by Kragh and Basamania in 2002 [25]. In a military base in North Carolina with 25,000 paratroopers, the authors performed nine surgeries in a year and compared the results to those of three patients treated conservatively in previous years. The paratroopers treated surgically achieved significantly better results for strength (measured in supination torque) and appearance. Those who had been treated conservatively had a worse
appearance, suffered easy fatigue in repetitive movements of pronation and supination (e.g. use of screwdriver), avoided weight-lifting and in two cases the musculocutaneous nerve was in contact with the skin and not covered by muscle tissue thus easily irritated even by the cuffs on the uniform.

The mechanism of injury is important for the occurrence of lacerations. In parachutists, the entrapment of the arm in the static-line during the launch determines a subcutaneous transverse lesion and an almost total one of the muscle belly with the proximal and distal stumps retracted; in this case muscle suture is indicated. In the case of water sports such as water skiing or wakeboarders, the mechanism of injury is similar with the entrapment of the arm in a tow-line that pulls the athlete at great speed. What differs between the two sports is that the lesion usually reported in water sports causes a tearing injury in the proximal-distal direction of the biceps and is not as clear cut as the paratroopers; this sometimes may preclude the muscle suture and require muscle resection [26].

The injury of the muscle belly of the biceps brachii is rare and closely related to particular sports; the indication for surgery is clear as it prevents functional and aesthetic deficits. Kragh et al. in [25] with regard to the lesions of the biceps brachii recommend the intervention in the case in which the lesion extend more than 95% of the muscle belly.

6. Quadriceps femoris

No cases of suturing subcutaneous belly lacerations of the quadriceps femoris are described in literature. The only description is in a surgical case report by Straw [28]. The tear had occurred at the proximal musculotendinous junction. With surgery muscular performance improved 151% to concentric power after 6 months compared to preoperative levels.

7. Hamstring muscle

The hamstring is one of the muscle groups most affected by injuries in athletes. They often suffer strains localized in the muscle-tendon junction due to an eccentric contraction. The lesions may occur in different areas: proximal or distal muscle-tendon junction, muscle belly, the proximal and distal tendon insertion [29].

Usually hamstring injuries are treated conservatively with rest, ice, physical therapy, NSAIDs and a gradual return to sport. Rarely a lesion in this anatomical site requires surgical treatment. One of the rare occasions when the patient may have to undergo surgery is when the hamstring is detached from the ischial tuberosity. This injury is rare but its incidence is increasing, especially in middle-aged patients who continue to be physically active [30]. The triggering mechanism of injury is a sudden flexion of the hip and extension of the knee that causes a contraction of the hamstring. The patient reports feeling a shot in the rear thigh and walks with his leg straight (stiff-legged gait) avoiding flexing hip and knee in order to relieve the pain.
The hamstring avulsion from the ischial tuberosity is not always treated surgically. Presently there is no commonly accepted classification, or any guidelines to be followed for treatment [29]. The current literature recommends conservative treatment if the injury affects only one tendon and the retraction does not exceed 1 - 2 cm. The single damaged tendon tends to heal by adhering to intact neighboring tendons and even professional athletes will be able to return to competitive activity within about 6 weeks from injury.

The rupture of three tendons usually causes a major retraction of the stumps (greater than 5 cm) and in this case surgical treatment is recommended.

When two tendons are completely damaged, the regimen is not clear and depends on the physician’s personal experience. Surgery is generally recommended if the patient is less than 50 years old, active and participating in athletic activities. Furthermore, the retraction of the stumps for more than 2 cm may be the indirect sign of injury to the third muscle at the muscle-tendon junction or in the muscle belly; that has gone unseen at diagnosis, making surgery absolutely necessary [30]. It should be remembered that the MRI is difficult to interpret with certainty when multiple tendons are damaged in this region.

Conservative treatment lead to a reduction of strength in the knee flexion and extension of the hip; also a superabundant scar could entrap the sciatic nerve, which runs nearby, giving rise to a "hamstring syndrome". The cause of neurological symptoms in the sciatic nerve is not well defined and remains ambiguous: it is possible that the fibrotic scar tissue generated from the lesion could lead to adhesions with the nerve, it is possible that the detached bone of the tuberosity forms a callus which compresses the nerve, or that the hamstrings during retraction cause the sciatic nerve or one of its branches to stretch [řŖ].

Surgical treatment provides for an incision (longitudinal or transverse) on the posterior side of the proximal thigh, once tendons are isolated, the surface of the ischial tuberosity is debrided, the injured tendons are reinserted with bone anchors and if necessary, the neurolysis of the sciatic nerve is performed to free it from any adhesions.

There is no "one and only" postoperative care in literature; some authors recommend to avoiding using a cast; at least one suggests keeping the knee flexed at 30 ° [29], others recommend a splint at 90 ° for 2 weeks followed by a gradual lengthening of the knee [31], others advise protecting the affected hip with a cast to be worn for 6 weeks that allows only movements between 15 ° and 30 ° of flexion [30]. This is followed by a a gradual recovery of the joint’s ROM and muscle strength during which time it is important to avoid too much tension on the insertion of the proximal hamstring in the first post-operative period. In particular, passive aggressive stretching should be avoided in the first 3 months post-op [29]. The return to sports-specific conditioning is expected between 6-9 months after surgery. It should be kept in mind that the full recovery of muscle strength requires a long time; often more than a year is needed to obtain an equal force in both legs. Residual muscle atrophy is common, especially in the long head of the biceps which results in a compensatory hypertrophy of the short head [32].

In the preoperative period hamstring stretching exercises should be avoided to prevent further distancing of the ends of the lesion; instead isometric contractions of the quadriceps and gluteal
muscles should be encouraged to reduce muscle atrophy as well as ankle pumps to prevent deep vein thrombosis [30].

The results of surgical treatment reported in literature appear to be satisfactory with 62-90% of patients satisfied with return to sporting activity levels the same as before the injury [33, 34, 35, 36]. A recent review of the literature [37] shows that early surgical treatment guarantees a better performance in terms of rate of return to sports, patient subjective satisfaction, recovery of strength and performance compared to conservative treatment. Unfortunately the results presented in literature are not easy to interpret because the techniques used are varied and, being a rather rare lesion, the cases analyzed are few.

The results of the operation depend on many factors. The timing of surgery seems crucial as after 14 days from injury there is a higher risk of adhesions between the lesion and the sciatic nerve [38] so surgery should be performed before this limit. If surgery is performed after five weeks, the post-operative cast must be worn for a longer period of time [39]. It is not clear how the retraction of the tendon influences the treatment decisions: while in children retraction is an important factor in avulsion fractures, in skeletally mature subjects the importance of retraction has not yet been demonstrated. It has been shown how the level of retraction changes if observed on MRI or intra-operatively and it is closely related to hip and knee flexion and muscle activation [39].

Another rare lesion that can take place to the hamstring is a lesion to the distal insertion. In literature this injury is briefly described and the need for surgery is indicated although no more than 10 case reports and one case series with only a few patients enrolled, have been published.

The most common in the distal region is the avulsion of the biceps femoris associated with a multiligamentous lesion of the knee with a trauma in varus and hyperextension [40]. This muscle is an important and strong flexor and an active stabilizer of the knee and its injury can cause weakness and instability of the knee, especially in athletes [41]. Moreover, in the case of partial tears, the haphazard rearrangement of scar tissue and the formation of adhesions may jeopardize competitive sport activity because it causes pain. From an analysis of the 19 cases present in literature [41], it can be concluded that this type of injury, both complete and incomplete, allows the return to competition and that sometimes conservative treatment of partial tears may eventually require surgery to stop the painful symptoms.

The semimembranosus muscle has a role in flexion and internal rotation of the tibia. An injury to its distal portion determines a worse prognosis for players than the biceps femoris. There are fewer reports in literature (6 cases) [41], and it seems that the early reconstruction of total lesions lead to good results (2 cases). However, in the case of partial lesions, despite late reconstruction (4 cases), the subjects were unable to return to the same level of sporting activity as performed before previous to the injury. Biopsies performed on the unhealed muscles showed a severe denervation of muscle fibers. We can therefore suppose that a partial tear of the distal myotendinous junction of this muscle can cause serious nerve damage and determine a worse prognosis [41].

The semitendinosus muscle contributes to flexion strength at high degrees of knee flexion and intrarotation of the tibia. The tendon of this muscle is often harvested for use as a graft for...
reconstruction of the anterior cruciate ligament, so in theory it is an “expendable” tendon. Indeed it has been shown that athletes who have had removed their semitendinosus tendon were able to return to the previous level of activity without the harvest causing an important deficit in the competitive performance [42]. A traumatic injury of this region, however, can result in a partial or total lesion that causes pain, and interferes with the physical activity of the patient. Also in this case few articles are available in literature and it is not clear when it is advisable to choose conservative treatment and when to opt for surgical treatment. From our literature search we found 25 cases described [40, 41, 43, 44], 14 patients had been treated conservatively and 11 surgically. The surgery in all cases was a tenotomy with eventual release of adhesions, in no case was a suture performed to restore the damaged anatomical structure. In 5 of the 14 cases (35%) treated conservatively there was a treatment failure and the patient needed surgery that subsequently gave good results. Of the 11 patients treated surgically all returned to their previous level of athletic activities. The study with the largest case series [40] emphasized that early surgical treatment (within 4 weeks from injury) leads to a much earlier return to sports: with conservative treatment (7 cases) return to sport occurs at an average of 18.4 weeks, with surgery (5 cases) at 6.8 weeks, while if conservative treatment fails and surgery is needed (5 cases), return to the field is much later, at 29.6 weeks on average. Unfortunately, however, the results are not statistically significant because of the small sample number.

8. Adductor muscle

A lesion at the proximal end of the abductor complex is not a common injury. There are few articles in literature about it, and those few are of a low level of evidence and with a few selected cases. An eccentric contraction during a movement of forced abduction of the lower limb may cause this type of acute injury. The most common mechanism is bilateral abduction of the lower limbs with a hip flexion and internal rotation of the other hip [45]. Usually the acute injury is preceded by painful symptoms previous to the accident that express an acute injury on a chronic disease in the area. In fact, histological studies [46, 47] have shown that in the area near the lesion there are degenerative tissue alterations. For this reason the first therapeutic approach to acute injuries of proximal abductor insertion was based on the results of treatment of the chronic lesion. Tenotomy, often used for chronic pain resistant to conservative therapies, had not guaranteed excellent results: 40% of patients were unable to return to competitive activity after surgery and the strength of the adductors reported a significant decrease at the isokinetic test [48]. These results led to the surgical reconstruction of the injured tendon / muscle to prevent the loss of strength and try to increase the percentage of athletes who could return to their previous level of competitive activity [46].

It was later shown that about 60% of the athletes complained of an aspecific symptom, especially abdominal or inguinal pain in the period prior to the injury [49]. However, the importance of the integrity of these anatomical structures has decreased. Studies on the conservative treatment of these lesions have shown that the anatomical continuity of these
structures is not essential for a high athletic performance and electromyographical studies support the idea that the abductor muscles do not play a key role in sprinting and cutting movements [50, 51].

The most recent study with the largest series includes 19 players of the American National Football League (NFL) [49], 14 were treated conservatively and 5 surgically. The authors conclude that although all the players returned to play in the top league, those who received conservative treatment returned to the field sooner (6.1 +/- 3.1 weeks) than those treated surgically (12.0 +/- 2.5 weeks). Moreover, besides the risk of complications with surgery, the operation is not easy to perform if the lesion is at the level of the muscle-tendon junction [45].

The information available in the literature on this subject is scarce, with a low level of evidence and often conflicting. Some authors recommend surgery to suture/reinsert in the case of acute injuries occurring in athletes and excision/tenotomy in the case of inveterate injuries; other authors do not recommend surgery because it extends recovery time and does not guarantee better results than conservative treatment, considering also the non fundamental function of this muscle group in sport activities. Much still needs to be understood in this regards and future studies should be conducted with better methods and possibly with a larger number of patients.

9. Suture versus immobilization

Few studies in the literature have compared muscle suture and immobilization. Animal studies, usually in the Sprague-Dawley rat, have shown that lesions performed for experimental purposes heal better if sutured. Almekinders [52] has shown that the benefits obtained by suturing muscles are significant at one week after injury, while at two weeks surgical treatment or treatment with simple immobilization bring the same results in terms of maximum failure load, active force generation as well as from the histological point of view. Menetrey [3] instead found significant improvements with suturing muscle in respect to not suturing and immobilization; in fact one month after the injury the sutured muscle produced 81% of the tetanus strength measured in the intact muscle, while the non sutured muscle produced 35% and the immobilized muscle 18%. It is evident how the overabundance of connective tissue in the scar tissue inhibits the formation of myofibers at 12 weeks [1] whereas the suture prevents the formation of scar tissue in depth; it restricts the formation of hematoma by decreasing the gap of the lesion and the infiltration of mononuclear cells is limited to the surface region only. Desmin’s detection has proved that the greatest number of regenerating myofibers is in the sutured muscle already at 12 days after injury, this is not because it limits the inflammatory phase or cellular necrosis (that occurs anyway) but probably because it produces a microenvironment favorable to repair, keeping the muscle stumps together [3].

Clearly the results of the animal tests should be interpreted with caution for several reasons: the lesion that is created is a surgical one, metabolism and healing of the lesion are different between humans and rats. In humans, the only studies comparing surgery and conservative treatment are about lesions of the biceps brachii [25, 53] where the best results are had in
patients treated with the myorrhaphy. However, these articles have a poor methodology and take into account only a small number of patients; obviously future larger and better conducted studies are required in order to determine more specifically which type of treatment is most suitable in humans. It remains clear, however, that surgical treatment is rarely necessary, only for certain types of injuries, and only with a specific indication. We perform surgery only when strictly necessary.

10. Types of sutures

Once you choose a surgical approach it is important to decide the surgical technique and how to suture the muscle.

The suture of a muscle belly is easier in its proximal third and distal third, whereas only in some muscles in the middle third; this is because the tendon fibers flatten and extend into the muscle belly giving the stitches a greater support [54].

Literature describes many types of knots and sutures, such as the conventional Kessler, the modified Kessler and the figure-eight horizontal mattress and more complex ones, such as the Mason-Allen, the Modified Mason-Allen and suturing the perimeter of the lesion.

The integrity and viability of the remaining muscle tissue is important and indicative for a good prognosis; furthermore the preservation of the epimysium and the possibility of suturing it to the muscle makes the suture more resistant. From an in vitro study on pig muscles [55], it has been shown that suturing the epimysium gives the suture greater resistance to tensile stress compared to sutures made only on the muscle tissue and perimysium. This is because the epimysium consists of more connective tissue and is composed of two layers, hence much more resistant to tension compared to the perimysium [56].

The Kessler stitch would seem to be more resistant to pull-out suturing than simple stitch or simple suturing with a tendon graft [57].

Kragh [16] compared the Kessler stitch and a stitch combination (Mason-Allen stitch and stitch around perimeter) in pig muscle. These two types of sutures were considered the strongest in a pilot study carried out before the main study where 9 different types of suturing were compared: simple stitch, running simple (epimysium based, non-core) stitch, the figure of eight stitch, the modified Kessler stitch, a vertical mattress stitch, a horizontal mattress stitch (core), a horizontal mattress stitch (inverted, epimysium based, non-core), a double right angle stitch, a combination (Modified Mason-Allen and perimeter) stitch. At the tensile tests carried out, the Kessler stitch achieved a maximum load of 35 N, whereas the combined suture achieved 74 N. Not only did the combined suture achieve a greater tensile load, but also the Kessler stitch failed because the sutures were pulled away from the muscle tissue, whereas in the combined suturing, the better distribution of the forces induced a gradual lengthening of the muscle fibers and the stitches were not torn away from the tissue at the 35 mm lengthening.

Similar results were obtained on fresh frozen cadaveric human tissue [58]. Comparing Kessler, figure eight, mattress, Mason-Allen, perimeter and perimeter-Mason-Allen on different
muscles of human cadaver, Kessler stitch was the least resistant and tore the muscle with an average load of 1.65 kg; the strongest suture, as was observed in other studies, was the combined suture, Mason-Allen plus perimeter stitch, that withstood a weight of 6.4 kg on average. It was also observed that the simple sutures tend to tear the tissue and the epimysium longitudinally, whereas the more complex sutures failure involves more the transversal tissue. In fact, the epimysium is the key to a robust suture, it is more robust in the tissue where the suture can adhere firmly, the complex sutures involve a greater surface area than the simple ones.

It should also be noted that the simple sutures close the epimysium flaps but in the deep layers, fibers are free and when subsequent contraction of the muscle flaps occur, although held together at the extremity by the suture, deep below the surface tend to form a gap that favors the formation of hematomas, prolong the period of healing and promote excessive fibrosis which may in turn lead to exuberant scar tissue. Hence, the complex suture allows the surgeon to pull together the edges of the tear both at the extremes and deep in the muscle enhancing a greater biological performance [58].

The muscle tissue, due to its physical characteristics, does not offer a solid anchor for sutures which, if positioned improperly, tend to tear the fibers and are pulled from the muscle. When the suturing encompasses multiple points on the injured muscle and the correct technique is used, it can sustain heavy loads and prevent further injuries and ineffective sutures. In theory a stronger suture and one that is less damaging to the muscle tissue should allow earlier mobilization without the risk of failure; therefore improving the healing, shortening the period of immobility and in turn decreasing muscle atrophy.

These in vitro tests demonstrate how to make the most of myorrhaphy. In vivo, however, there are no significant differences between the stitches used. Even when comparing a Kessler stitch with a simple suture in a tendon graft, Chien et al. [57] found no difference in terms of muscle healing in rabbits.

Some authors have proposed the use of grafts to reinforce the suture, but it is still unclear whether the use of an augmentation graft suture, as performed by Botte et al. [59] on a case series of 58 patients, is useful to make improvements in clinical and functional outcomes.

11. Conclusions

The indication for surgical treatment applies to a small number of muscle lacerations. The tearing of the muscle belly is a common occurrence in athletes and nowadays are difficult to predict or prevent. There is no clear indication for surgical suture for these lesions and there is no real guide line to follow. The majority of the authors in literature consider performing surgery when the lesion affects more than 50% of the total of muscle fibers. Such an extensive injury would provoke a massive scar reaction making it difficult to achieve efficient and functional tissue leading to an excess of collagen and fibrotic tissue which would change the muscle mechanics and facilitate the onset of new lesions. It has also been evaluated and
demonstrated that large lesions also present decreased strength, especially in those cases where the affected muscle is not assisted by other agonist muscles. The best results were obtained in patients treated with surgery compared to those treated conservatively with splinting.

In addition, such an extensive lesion would also be very disfiguring in appearance for those who make fitness and muscle shape their job such as body builders. These lacerations leave the muscle anatomy altered, and conservative treatment fails to restore the geometric lines and shapes of the muscle.

The muscles most affected by these injuries in sports are the pectoralis major (in lifters), the biceps brachii (in the paratroopers and water sportsmen who are pulled by ropes) and the rectus femoris.

Surgery brings the margins of the lesion together thus decreasing the hematoma and reducing the reactive fibrous reaction which in turn leads to smaller scars. The approach also enhances a faster return to mobilization of the affected segment and an earlier recovery of muscle tone.

The muscle belly tissue is not a robust structure for anchoring the stitches to, therefore the choice of method, anchor points and suture type must be made carefully.

It is evident how few publications there are in literature that deal with the management of massive muscle injuries; only a few studies comparing the therapeutic options have been conducted and the majority of articles available concern in vitro studies or animal studies. It is necessary that further studies are conducted in order to obtain enough scientific evidence to guide the treatment and management of these patients.
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